
APPLICATIONS 
 
Entertainment, Productivity, Thin Client and Digital Signage 
Turn any screen in to a computer, connect the PC Stick IP7-T09 to a TV, monitor or projector with HDMI input  
and it will be ready to be used as an entertainment center or traditional computer. 
This new computer format with small size, can also be used in many professional applications where space is  
an issue, as a thin-client or integrated into Digital Signage systems 
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Connectivity 
This small device includes IEEE 802.11ac and Bluetooth 4.2 connectivity, simplifying the physical connections and 
allowing complete freedom of movement during use.  It still includes two USB port and HDMI to connect 
additional peripherals. 
 
Developed for business and for fun 
PC Stick IP7-T09, its more than a computer, is also a solution for the needs of your company or business.  
The versatility of this small computer, allows its application to multi-task in the office and beyond. 
At home, easily share content between devices or a large screen or just have fun with your family, because  
there will always be room for relaxation and sharing. 
The small INSYS PC Stick IP7-T09 is amazing in its abilities and immense in its applications. 
 
FEATURES 
Processor 
Intel Atom® x5-Z8350 Processor, allows you to take the maximum performance and energy efficiency in a compact 
PC format. 
System Memory and Storage 
INSYS PC Stick IP7-T09 has 2GB of RAM and 32GB storage capacity, ensuring space required for proper operation 
of the device, operating system and other applications you use. 
More space 
Beyond the 32GB of storage which are available on the INSYS PC Stick IP7-T09, you can still add a micro SD 
memory card up to 128GB, expanding your local capacity without connecting to the internet or other external 
devices. 
Operating System 
INSYS PC Stick IP7-T09 includes Windows® 10 operating system. 
 
INSYS PC Stick IP7-T09, is available with Windows® 10, Windows® 10 PRO and Android. 
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Processor 
Intel Atom® x5-Z8350 Processor 2M Cache, up to 1.92 GHz  
 
System Memory 
2GB single-channel, DDR3L 
1.35V, 1333 MHz 
 
Graphics 
Intel HD graphics 
1x HDMI  
 
Audio 
Multi-channel digital audio via HDMI interface 
 
Peripheral Connectivity 
1x USB 2.0  
1x USB 3.0 
 
Storage Capabilities 
Micro SD card up to 128GB 

Networking 
IEEE 802.11ac  
Bluetooth 4.2 
 
Dimensions 
Approx. 111mmx38mmx13.1mm 
Black Chassis 
 
Power Delivery 
MicroUSB power connector & cable 
5V/3A EU interchangeable plugs 
 
Additional Features 
Pre-installed OS 
Windows® 10/Windows® 10 PRO/Android  
HDMI Extender Cable 
Power LED, Power Button 
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